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THE BOY SCOUTS AT OLD
ORCHARD

The Life of Death
.-------By Maurice Maeterlinck
Done into English from the French
ByJ.D.H.
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I (Note-—-For this week we havethe real Maeterlinck in action. He
is oh his own ground when talking about the land of dreams; and he
is forever hoping they will coriie true. Above all, M. Maeterlinck is
an honest teacher; he never gives us more than he himself has es
tablished; and no one is more fair in his examination of the evidence.
We may all glimpse the. hope—only a Maeterlinck ¿an so well express,
that, sometime, somewhere, we may bee and. understand the whole
circle of being. Then there, will be no more prediction.)

---------- -

Price 3 Cents.
Our Jbb Office is Equipped
for First-Class Work.

Social Events and Maine Activities
Carefully Reported.
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^^THE CITY OF DRE AMS—

Far away in the .midst of the orient seas
< .
""
Is; an isle fenced with coral around,
Where the wind ®icy sweet forever blows free,
And the palm and poppy and lotus abound.

“

\

■

’Tis the lard of thgCity of Dreams, pleasure crowned, .T
.. ¿Peaceful and beautiful, sun-kissed and fair;
/ TLucid- halls/mounting turrets that shine
.
Like spoils’ -richest dower from Ophir’s great mine,And, singing and music that ravish the air,
'■
j
And golden wing’d habitants. bplyare there.— 1.
A ray from this citysomatiip.es kindly béams
Upon mortals, its messengers Swift
Peep-thru the prists of lifé’s uttermost rift,— .
But they visit us only in dreams.
! —Hallen.
CHAPTER V.
PROPHECIES

The Boy Scouts of York and Cum |
berlând Counties were in Camp at I
Old Orchard from the 31st. May tb !
thé 3rd. June. Thé tents of the
youngsters were pitched in a large1
field back af the Old Orchard!
House; and the boys lived the life
-bf thé open for'four glorious days.
The Boys from York arrived at
Old Orchard 31st May—set Up
housé-keeping and were ready to
take part in the1 track meet 2nd
"Juhe. Here Old Orchard shone at
th© front—^Sanford 2nd ; and Ken
nebunk 3rd winning 10 pointé,—
not bad for the first day in camp.
Sunday had been given over to a
Nature Walk—one hundred and
fifty in line marched out to the
Cascade. All of the York County
troop, except those on duty at camp
took the hike.
June 2nd. there were games on
the beach at Old Orchard. In these
gaines Kennebunk showed her
spunk. Mi;. Alton Webber was
first at the tape in the quarter mile
dash; and Ralph Cousens and Will
Crowley tied in the high jump.
And, so our boys came hdme on
this last day not quite all satisfied
with the number of their wins; but
sure that it was one of thé finest
camps and qutings “we ever had.”
Special mention should be made
of Messers. S. C. Hall, C. H. Hall,
Robert W. Parsons, and Dr. È. S.
Hawkes who contributed much to
the success of thè meet ; and also
.the Leathefoid. People who kindly
provided transportation trucks for
thé York County Scouts. >
DEATH ON THE STREETS OF
KENNEBUNK

• ?‘At the conclusion of a study of -t these habitual inductions of logic,
‘The Knowlege of the Future,” in the less known domainef ab ^¿Talking with the Rev. Mr. Til
which was Tikewise a part of the normal intuitions, of predictions
in- front of the Parsonage of
volume of which I have just spoken, or of prophecies properly, said, one ton,
Baptist Church, op Main Street
and in which I have examined a find§ nothing in the way of an ad the
on Friday evening
certain number of 'phenomena rela vertisement of the immense peril. Kennebunk,
eight o’clock Rev. Will S.
tive to the anticipated perceptions This is not speaking of the pre abbut
rqtic.ed a man passing in
of events—presentments, premoni dictions or prophecies gathered Cpleftian
automobile who seamed to be in
tions, predictions, etc., I ended after their failure to hit; we may an
trouble; and, .as he looked
something like this: ‘Inrésumé, if count, it appears, as many as some, closely,
thé Reverend gentle
it isdimcult for us to conceive that Righty-three, but none, except that 'more
man Saw the pasSéngef -lose con
the future preexist,’ perhaps it is of .the Cure of Ars and of Sorel, trol
of ;the machine, which sudden-;
quite as difficult to comprehend which we will examine invan in
off the track and which
that it does not preexist;-;,besides stant, merit serious discussion. I ly!turned
with one of the telephone
certain facts tend, to prove that it . will only citriTrom memory then ’collided
wire posts. Rev. Coleman and Rev.
is as real, as defiriitif, that it has, I the best known among them. At Tilton
went to the car and found
in time or eternity, as much cer | first the famous prophesy of the man,
lifeless. Dr.
tainty, as much importance" as the Mavence or Strasburg, pretended Ross wasapparently,
summoned at once and
past. Now since it dries preexist, to have been discovered by a cer he pronounced
the stranger dead.
it is not surprising that we can tain. Jecker in an old convent
lifeless body was carriecFto
know it; it is even astonishing, founded hear Mayence by Saint theThe.
home of \ Rev^ _ Mr. Coleman
understanding that it hangs over (Hildegrade,-of which no one has
after examination, Dr. Ross
everywhere, that we, do not. more ’been able-to find the original text where,
that the man had died
often and more readily discover it.’ ■ and that, until these later days no ascertained
apoplexy ;\ and that the death
It is above all astonishing and /one had . ever heard mentioned. of
was not caused by the collision
nearly inconceivable that this • Fallowing comes another prophecy with
thé post. Latér it was learn
universal war, the most enormous I from Mayence dr from Fiensberg, ed that
the body Was that of a Mr.
catastrophe that has convulsed the published by the Neue Metaphy- Chas.' Grindal,
a prominent busi-,
human family since its -origin, sische Rundschau of Berlin, Feb ness man of Ellsworth,
Me.
while it came carrying With it in ruary- 1912, where the end of the The remains were kept
at the
numerable evils'which are going to German Empire is announced for
overtake us without exception, Jias ¿th© year 1913. Thereafter came home of Rev. Coleman until late, at
Wêre then taken ih charge'
not more clearly projected itself L^yerse predictions by Madame de night,
undertaker Lucas, and finally
over us/ fromr thé depths of . the Thebes, of Dom Bosco, of blessed by
days where it was preparing its ¡Andre Bobola, of the Polish monk removed to Saco by an undertaker.
in the interests of the family'
menacing shadow. It -seems that I Korzenicki, ? of the Rbussian monk Acting
it ought to .have crowded the Thqsmas, of Tolstoi, of brother of Mr. Grindal.
whole horizon of the future as it Hermann,etc.,which are of still less
will crowd all the horizon of the ’ interest; and finally the prophecy DEATH OF WILLIS F. HILL
past. A secret of such weight, in of ^brother , Johannes, published .by
suspense in time, should havè M. Josephin Paladan in the Figaro At his home on Pleasant Streqt,
weighted all existence and have for September 10 1914, which hav
June 3rd; there de
made arise from everywhere pre ing no mark of authenticity, can Kennebunk,
parted this life, Mr. Willis F. Hill.
sentments or revelations. x r
not be accepted, in waiting, , as His wife, a daughter and a son- sur
There was nothing of the kind. other than an ingenious literary vive -him. For many years Mr.
We came and went without-inquie fantasy; :
was foreman at the Leathetude beneath the disaster which, All .of these, after examination,, Willis
roid. Failing health caused him
from year to year, from daytq day, leave only a residue without value. to
seek the activities of the out of
and, indeed, from hour' to hour, But The predictions of the Cure of door;
Uhtil his death, he had
descended upon the world ; and we Ars and of Sorel are more curious farmedand,
in a small way.
only perceived it when it touched •and worthy of1fixing bur attention
Mr. Hill was interned at Kenne
our head. It was, it is true, more for a moment,- •
bunk the fifth day of June. He
or less foreseen through reason,
just,past.the mark of 49, but
but it was scarcely believed ; and, ThOiCjirb of Ars, Jean Baptist was
for thé rest, Ï do hot speak for the Vianhey, *a,s everyone knows, was ill health had made time uncom-r
moment of the inductions of in a very holy father who appears to fortabje for a long. And So the
telligence? always uncertain and have beeft- endowed with an extra Great: Adventure, is the saner and
resigned in advance to the errors ordinary inediumistic faculty. The surer plan of Iffe. And—
is no death/ beyond the hbjir,
each day presents in its caprices of proprecy in . question was known There
•ifi 1362, three years after the death Where icy fingers seem to clutch,
.facts.
There is, there must be sonie wise
Continued on Page Eight
But I repeat, above and beside
.. power
To resurrect us with the spirit’s
r touch.

OPENING
New Salesroom
I Shoving
Chevrolet Cars Exclusively
“Baby Grand” (Model FB) Touring, $1135 ?

Mrs. Mary Webb was the guést
of her sister in Kittery over Hhe
holiday.
Mrs. Emma Day^who spent the
winter at Elm farm, Lyman has
opened her àummef home at Kennebunk.JL^.nding.
Mrs.- Chas. Stevens-, , who -has
been conducting a grocery Store
at
Kennebunk Landing this week
“Baby Grand” Roadster,
1110
closed out ■'her stbek of groceries
“Baby Grand” Sedan,
1685
and has decided to give up busi
“Four-Ninety”-Touring,
735
ness and enjoy the . good old sum
“Four-Ninety” Roadster,
715
mer timé.
George T. Webber of Boston was
“Four-Ninety” Sedan,
1185
the guest of his brother, Charles
‘ ‘Four-Ninety” Coupe,
1110
Webber of York street over Memo
F. 0. B. Flint, Michigan.
rial Day.
The K. of P4 of this village will
Valve in Head Motor
Immediate Delivery
attend the services at the Metho
Day and Night Service.
Washing at all times. Storage by Day or Week.
dist Church at Ogunquit Sunday
'as guests of that order.
FALMOUTH* GARAGE & TIRE COMPANY
Olir ise Cream cbries are made in
R. W. LAIRD; Manager
the cleanest cone bakery in the
Middle and Market ¡Streets, .
Portland, Maine | world, filled with our Quality ice
cream they melt in your mouth.
Fiske the. druggist on the corner.

!
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LAST MEMORIAL DAY FOR G. A. R. ImI
AT KENNEBUNK
/‘On fame’s eternal camping ground
Their silent tents aré spread,
And glory guards with solemn round.
The bivouac of the dead.”
, It is very, probable that those who assisted at the G. A. R.
Memorial Day services at the Mousam Opéra Hous© in' Kenne
bunk this year, will never see the like again. What with Col.
Chas. R. Littlefield at the grand age of Ninety-four, and Sargt.
Wm. F. Bowen bf the 31st Mass. Infantry, eighty—perhaps
the. youngest. membèr of the local Camp, the almost, certain
prospect tha,t;p. A. R. and thè American Legion—veterans of.
the World-War will be one copipléte Organization; and that
the younger men will have the active part in the future ser
vices of Hie > ',G. A. R. and the American Legion p we cannot
doubt but this-.©hall be the last parade of the G. A. R. in Kennébunk.
'•'Fs
Therefore, it will.be something for the citiz'ens of our own
town to remewxer—we saw the last appearance of the grand
old Army of 1860-5. The services at the. Mbusam were im
pressive eveni'tho there had been no thought of-this as the
last muster. ^ Hon, J. P. Deering of Biddeford was the speaker
of the day. His address ;was a fine resumé of the wars of the
Union from thé beginning of our strife for a place in the sun—'
closing with an eloquentveulogy of our boys’ braveyy in the
battles of the World-War.
. As has bé'én thé custom for years; the citizens of Kenne
bunk provided à subscription banquet for the G. A. It. and their
friends which, was served in the Opera House., There were
fifteen of a possible twenty present at the services conducted
by thé old guard and these sat together for their final mess.
The day was ideal; and the whole march hi, the strewing of
the first flowers'of the year—the last farewell, was one the
most prominently historical ¡events of the year at Kennebunk.
Talking With one of the veterans, he said,’Mr. ENTER
PRISE, “Hav© our people forgotten the plaqe our old army
should be giy£n when the day comes for the s'umming up of
forces that win the World-War?” We told him they would
surely not bejiorgótten. “Óh, yes, they Will,” said he. “But'
I, want to maké myself,plain. THE GERMANS WOULD HAVE
WON THE WORLD-WAR HAD THERE NOT BEEN A
UNITED PEOPLE IN THE UNITED STATES OF NORTH
AMERICA. THE OLD ARMY MADE THAT POSSIBLE.”We saw this at once. Do; you ? But héré is the 'elaboration of this old soldier’s argument: ’Thé South were all for
monarchy rather than that the North sböulä win the war of
secession. The North was filled with the very Pro-Germans
that have made our country so much trouble and anxiety in the
late WorldAVar. The German-American of the North would
have carried the business of the North to Germany; and the
Southern' soldier’would haye been an Englishman. Would
■ they have fought as one against Germany? The question
answers itself. THERE WOULD HAVE BEEN NO UNITED
FRONT-TO OPPOSE? THE HUN—AND THE WAR WOULD
HAVE BEEN LOST TO. DEMOCRACY.'”^
We ask the readers of the ENTERPRISE, Is this not a bit
of new and original thinking—the true solution of that
puzzeling problem—‘‘Who Won the war?” Arid the thought
has the very great merit of being true, is there any doubt, of
it?
The more we study our old heroes of 60-65, the better we
shall know them; and the surer w:e shall be that they have
;; rqally added to the happiness peace of the whole world. That
they did make it possible, without any jostling of (ambition,
that Wer—Hjö U,, S/A. to the greater glory bf God, should be
v able.to stretchout our mailed'hand of power,, and,, clasping the.
the throatof militarism, choke it to. death.
FoUowS; the muster list of the Elder Braves .whose names
,.,We were able to get if any are? overlooked^ the5 ENTERPRISE
will be glad to have them for next week.
Col. Chas. R. Littlefield.
Wm. E. Bowen.
> >
x
George Jennison.
Wm. Reed.
Albra Littlefield.1. ,
.
.
George Cook.v
Eli Waterhouse.
Melvin Jennison.
Harry Rand.
’
. Justin Leavitt.
Orrin Robinson.
Warreri Howard.
Chas. F. Tarbox.

A NAMELESS GRAVE
(Note—We plan to publish here selected poems written
by Maine poets only. Send lis your favorite; tell the EN
TERPRISE who wrote the following.^
“A soldier of the Union mustered outT,
Is' the inscription^ on an unknown grave
At Newport News,'beside the,salt sea wave.
Nameless and dateless; sentinej or scouts
Shot down’ in skirmish, or disastrous roUt
Of battle, when the loud artillery drave. j.
It's iron wedges thru the ranks of brave
And doomed battalions, storming the redoubt.
Thou unknown hero sleeping by the sea
In thy forgotten grave I with secret shame
I feel my pulses beat, my forehead burn,
When I remember thou hast given for me
AU that thou hadst, thy life, thy very name,
And I can give thee nothing in return,

Above the Clouds with A
Boy from Kennebunk

Our daily flights took us in long
In any event, when I, was able
to sit up and take notice again, I spirals over the North Sea where
was spread out in a store, trying to the weather is cold^in mosj; seasons
think when» and where-the, house of the yèar; and the altitudes are
fell on/me—-and the fight was still [sure to be gripping. Many of bur
raging'in the strégt. But, when l trips were extended over Belgium
was able toi get on the street once- and, twice, I was over Helligoland,
more, the mob had'been dispersed the great war station of the Ger
by. the Proyost Guard—and there man sea power. The business of
was/peace once more in Queens thè flights wag to take photographs
town.
of ©némy positions, when we could,
I am now reading much about and, otherwise, keep guard as to
fhe good fellowship between our anything* that looked lîke à move
boys and the English—-that is all ment of' the enemy.
in the newspapers—my own ex 7 It was always dangerous work—
perience, and. it Was the' same as thè uncertainty of the air and the
that of all our. Chaps I ever talked machine would make it that at any
With on the other side, tells quite time.' Then there was the con?
another talé. Sighting a clttmp of staht knowledge that we were not
Jackies from ah English ship meant making any movement that was not
timed by the,scouts of thé Hun^
la fight, or a footrace, or both.
In any event, we journeyed back and they never hesitated to charge
to Killingholme satisfied that anything that ; moved. The Hun
Quqenstown was à busy place for seemed to have the greatest con
an idle birdman—it was a deal fidence in the efficiency of his
safer five thousand feét above the plané, his man and thc>'grin that
level of the North Sea, Apd, so proceeded the man; So there was
J long as my head, was sore, I wanted little hesitancy, in “geeting after”
,
no more hand-grenade in the shape the other flyer.
• As the war grew older, there a
of a rock;
z ïTbat Was my first ahd last fight preceptable- change iri„ this >eonWith the sea forces on land while duct—-bUt ’dt did not' last / long
I was at our camp on the Humber. enough, before1 tne war. came to its
We took up the less dangerous sudden end, to get a fairjine on
game of flying—quite satisfied that "the later tatics of . th© German
there, were no-- worse thing in the plané. -/It Was eyes open- to the
matter of passing the time away very end of the fight
than this kind of high-flying.
Thé average of-Our tîmès in the
I am often asked “How high did air, th© Weather conditions’ being ,
you* fly in your highest flight;; and with us, was once every other day ;
what was, .the sensation ?” That is and the average time in the air was
always* a question—a question of about eight hours—long enough so
thè reading, of the altimètre. On that one felt the strain of it up to
this side bf the water, ¡and while do thè time he felt the craving to try
ing practice Work at Ft.' Worth, it once again. I don't know .how
; Texas,' J have’ a rebord of 15.000 th© chaps under the sea felt about
feet. Ón the other side, while -in the comforts of'the sub; but we
actual service duty, my rècord high certainly felt much as tho we want
'flight is, 10.500. Either altitude is ed to be treated -like the motor, af
quite high enough to get. some ter its hundred hours of flight. 1
thrills. But, as will be seen from You must know that, after the
an examination of any geography, motor had been in the air 100 hours
there are points where thesurface ©very part of it was taken down,
orthe earth extends far above any .taken to the shops and again made
flight I have1 ever made, y
fit to stand the further strain, or,
To climb, or, as the slang has it, if any part had given way, a new
i “hoick up,” is not a difficult matter, part was placed—then the maheine
f upIto a certain point ; but, when one was installed again; arid this was
gets , up Where the air begins tu be don©, as you will see, at the end
• thinner, , the plane gets so- much of every such length of time.
heavier than th©, aip that all the
Unless we were too busy, ai the
power is used up in- simply keeping
up there/;afloat. That is my own tijne the motor was getting its over
hauling, we were given leave—that
LIAT
UATTICFI
general; in this,.country
nil I__ 111 ||| Ilf
| and in Europe. But, while human- experience1—that, I am sure is tire - Wbs the way we were turied up for
experience^of
those
who
have
gone
11 v I
11V I 11-11
W wilts and dies'under the excess
higher. Airplanes are7 con the new motor.
I of heat, blossoms break out into ^still
structed
’to ride the air tho heavier ' ' During the days of the influenza
||/\TrTrri|Tr\Tj all the glory of active unfqldment, than-ifq but;
is a limit we hadTio -tiffi© off. ^Nearly half
HI III I"111 1111 Iand the country side is surely a to the tenuitysooffar,thothere
air. In which of all our men were down with the
11V I I LI 11 V I thfn
S of beauty.disease; that kept the re©t of us
can .ric(e. 11
Is there any place, this globe they
The dicomfort of a high flight/ on the go every day. We did
'ground, more beautiful than just provided
your heart works all right grumble—but we got Up in thè air
right herb in Kennebunk—when
The Summer Days haWe Come again the summed season puts on her —does not, skip, is the temperature just-the same.
Qh, warmer than th©y ever were dainty gala robes—puts them on —the cold of the higher, thinner,
Of coursé, every thing was done
' * befote F'
in a hurry?/ 'If such a place there air. life some of the flights I have to relieve the strain-—and there
The temperature is—plump, and be, WO have not visited that Eden- made the oil pumps have frozen,; was'not much in- the way of enter
plain,
Zand we have been in the ports of and the c,old is more intense than tainment We were not allowed to
One hund’dred in the shade, or, ©very iand where a ship can ©tick anything I have éver seen in Maine. have. This did not mean , any rer
■ ^ers^r; biting, lonély -cold, b’ke taxation of training—but' it did
maybe, more.
her nose. .
After “lingering in the lap of” But it is Hot I Hotter!! X Hot something*’ that seeks one’s vitals- mean liberty tq^do much that we
with a cruel clcyV. And the lower- were forbidden to do at home—or
for many weary days,' the Summer tentot!!!
levels db certainly feel better, af which we thought, when we were
has, at last, ^jifted- her seat of
ter an extened flight.^
Empire. In New England, the days
home, the. better ones among us did
are, if not breaking, the record for DEATH OF MRS; FRANCES E. , : After all/the great danger in all riot do. What a foolish thought
"flying, |s the weather COhditions. (this is appears from the encouràgewarmth, heating up to beat any
’ Thé mbre^th© aviator can see and ment of boxing matches and all
MOULTON
thing Maine has. had since June's
understand of the weather map thé sorts qf games on any day we had
have past for many a year. As we
better and safer it is for him. And to spare. It was not a question
go to pfess, the kindly zephyr fans
the dripping broW— but, old Sol One of the most widely known of, much is being done by the Weather of; the Sabbath. when on© had to
keeps* up the smiling—on both the successful financiers qf/Maine, Bureau' to fprecase surface condi- fly ; and. it was not a question of a
Mrs- Frances. E., Moulton, for 20 tiohs-—the best that can be' done, holy day, if on© wanted diversion.
sides, of. the street.
If misery really does love com- yeays president of the Limerick Na now, to the end that every aero And it was all kinds.
pany, the Hottentot finds com- tional Bank, died at the age of 58, nautic,. station may have its own
Continued next week
weather maps.
panions everywhere—for the warm in the town of Limerick.

HOWOT
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The Home or The Church—Which? Maine
With deepest reverence at Thy. throne,
Exchanges
Jehovah, peerless and unknown!
Our feeble spirits strive, in vain,
A glimpse of Thee,, great God! to gain.

Daily Mail—An advertisment
—Ricker.
published in a Manchester, Eng
$1.00 The above, the opening stanza of of a Christian than the interior of land, paper, aroused much indigna
Yearly in advance
.25 the first hymn sang by the. choir what is termed iff the state of tion among its readers. It was as
Three Months
and congregation of the Congrega Maine—that is to say, in Kenne follows: “A German wanted; ex
Single Copies 3 Cents.
tional Church on last Sunday mom bunk, a well-appointed church. perienced. Apply,” etc. The man
ing, voices the essence and the at Church! Yes. Its defect is the ager of the firm concerned, which
Advertising Rates*
titude of what should be our wor want of an audience to hear the operates a bleaching and dyeing
ship of the. great God.
word. How piteously the preacher plant, explained that the advertise
Card of Thanks, 5c the line, minimum charge 50c.
But, alas ! the vivid and candid gazes into the void of an empty ment should should have read:
Resolutions, 5c the line, minimum charge $1.00.
reasons of our preachers, of our Church. With what despair of “Agermah wanted,” etc. “We cer
Classified Ads Editorial page, 5c the line.
poets, of our life, cannot penetrate heart and convulsion of the throat tainly don’t want a German,” he
Display Ads rated' on Application.
where they are unwelcome. The helistens to the note of mockery— said. “An agerman is a worker in
human mind or heart, today is like the echo of his own voice, whisper charge of a machine which fixes
a certain German book—“er lasst ing in the corners of the lifeless colors.”
Enterprise Phone 19
sich nicht lasen”— fit. does not pews. How the priest of God dies Fort Fairfield Review—Quite
permit itself to be read.”
nightly» in his bed, wringing the likely the Mount Katahdin Nation
For this reason, if the audience hands of ghostly members of his al Park is coming. A bill for the
Copies of the Enterprise can be had from—E. A. Bodge; C. H. Brown
assembled
in
the
Congregational
flock!
establishment of a national park
and V. G. Fiske, Kennebunk.
Church on this Sunday morning We have an uneasy suspicion there and the acquiring of national
E. C. Miller, Kennebunkport.
knew that the Rev. Will S. Coleman that the diagnosis of this condition forests in the Mount Katahdin re
Helen F. Ward, Cape Porpoise.
was to talk to them on the subject, of Church, Home and Minister is, gion of the State of Maine was in
of Debtors to God,” one could un-' unhappily, so plain—so close to troduced May 19. in the National
W. F. Cousens, Ogunquit,
derstand the tenuity of the wor-' every one of us, we can’t see it. House of Representatives by Hon.
Also, at all York County Summer Hotels during the season.
shippers. We all 1have
keenest; And we cannot make up our mind Ira G. Hersey of Houlton, our con
___ 1the
’ _ 1_____
appent^ncy for the story of a film; whether to kick or pity them.
gressman from the fourth district.
Sick ads made well.
and the intellect, electrified, re Now, for instance, the sermon of That the bill ought to pass will be
sponds to the ‘‘sustained effort”, of this morning—“Debtors,to God,” is the opiiiion of most Maine people.
a grand opera singer; but the tale one of the truest ever preached— The provisions of the bill would
Send your ads to the ENTERPRISE for re-writing.
of our indebtedness to the Creator one of the truest, one of the most make for the establishment of a
is a horror that can be thrown into unexceptionable, one of the most fine playground for the summer
graves—it does not permit of thoroughly timely, both in theme season right in the heart of Maine,
Forty years’ experience has given vigor, infection, emphasis, punch our
being told for our edification here and its development. It is, more and would be a good thing not only
to our work. . Try one of ours.
below—not if we know when and over, powerfully appealing. And for Maine itself but for travelers
where the yarn is to be spun.
splendidly rounded out by Watts’ from all over the world.
Surely, there can be nothing grand old anthem—“Perfections,”
Our advertisers will find the shoppers’ interest more easily created more
directly offensive to the eye sang by the fine quartette:
MODERNITY ON THE FARM.
—statements more readily accepted—if they change the ad. from inex
There’s not a plant or flower below
pressive monotnous style to variations of expression that put shades
But make Thy glories known;
of feeling into printed words.
Lisbon Enterprise—To a certain
And clouds arise, and tempestsblow,
extent the cities are absolved from
Think of being able to choose from fourteen different languages to
By order from Thy throne.
blame for hiring the boy from the
give inflection and emphasis to ah advertisement. Ads that make your
Creatures that borrow life from Thee
farm and more or less stable ex
advertisments work-and grow—that solicit, lure,“ pull the shopperAre subject to Thy care;
istence of the tillêr of the soil to
are the kind we write for you free of any charge; we make the Offer
the uncertain lot of the city laborer
There’s not a place where we can flee
because we want the ad. to fit the contents and dress the pages of the
and clerk. According to argu
But God is present there.
ments advanced by those who have
ENTERPRISE.
But ¡we all know it. We want Ahasuerus who reigned from India made a study of the small town and
Never mind trying to explain the particular brand of philosophy ^something different. Even the even unto Ethiopia. And to the
country development, the blame
expressed by Hugo, Nitzchie, Norris or Voltaire; the world has read World-War was a godsend to hu intelligence of the mere human for the desertion of land by the
manity.
And
the
banal
theme
of
mind the logic~bf this indebtedness young must rest largely with the
all of that; what has God put in your own mind—not recalling the
thoughts of others, to make the darkness of this world less oppressive? what we owe the Creator because always limps.
parents—with the farmers them
he placed us here below is deader, In place of it permit us tb offer selves.,
Tell humanity in your own way. Thackery made his own methods to our youth, than the court of the universally appreciated:
The average farmer has until re
famous. We have read them. And you cannot get anywhere with yours
“Pershing gloomily,
cently been interested in the crops,
by quotations frorii “Vanity Fair.”
Spurred by contumely,
cattle, and a bank account more
than he was in the comfort of his
Cold inhumanity,
wife and children. With the city
Burning insanity,
—THEY—
man it has been the reverse. The
Into her rest—
wife of the city mechanic, whose
Cross her hands humbly,
income was far smaller and im
Why do we spend so much time in disinterested conferences with
As if praying dumbly,
measurably less secure than the
people who have not the slightest interest in us? Nor, for that matter j
income of the farmer has for years
Over her breast!
have we in them—and they know it, and we know that they know it--and
been having hot and cold water in
Owning
her
weakness,
neither one is fooled or fuddled. Is it worth while to juggle words
the kitchen, a bath tub in the house
Her evil behavior,
and gas and electricity with which
with such? Life is too short to spare time to anyone who is not able to
And leaving, with meekness,
to cook, wash and iron. Her house
put vim in jaded minds, stimulating and arousing the circulation with a
Her sins to her savior!” 7
hold work has been cut to a mini
procession of new thoughts.
We did enjoy the discourse of meat; but she got to thè' story a mum.
Mr. Coleman; but we could not short time before the husband and The wife of the farmer, in mdst
help feeling it was also incongru father came home, so she was in cases, is still drudging away un
LOOK FOR IT HERE
ous to a mind filled with the high the midst of the myth when the necessarily. Because of this drud
hopes of youth and the call of the elder Johnnie returned. “Hello, gery, and the want of a comforta
Maine’s industries are so big, so vital, that rumors run rife in fields. With advancing^ age comes son !” said he, I didn't know you ble and consequently interesting,
attractive home, the migration to
them—rumors founded, unfounded and confounded. We shall make lessening interest in the present were so fond of the story of Santa.” the
city has been unprecdented in
and
a
corresponding
increase
in
I
am
not,
”
said
the
child.
“
I
only
“
it our care, from time to tim!e, to get at the heart of this great state; the keenness of youthful recollec
wanted to make out just how long recent years.
give the type and change of those pleasures, activities and chances tions; and no man can truthfully you and mother were going to lie
which most appeal to ordinary men—who use thé present sanely to say that, the desire of his heart to me. We all know, at school,
PUSSY’S PLEA
make the future more comfortable, more beautiful, more certain. And, is for anything but eternal youth. that this story of Santa is a fake.
if you see it in the ENTERPRISE, write it in your memory—it it true. And youth will be served. The And, say, father, we are now work Henry Coyle in the Animal Wbrld
farms are being stripped of their ing on that other lie they are tell
youth; all homes of their young; ing at Sunday school. You can’t Now is the winter of my discontent:
because there has been, is, too fool us.”
When summer comes, and all the
—LOCAL PRESIDENTAL TIMBER—
much “early to bed and early to The moral of this, of all idle
world is gay
rise” mixed up with the cosmos of preachment, is, only tell what you With Nature’s smile, my mis
ego of the farmer and the know to be true. Teach the youth
tress hies away
Methods similar to those employed for the exploitation of Jess Wil the
father..
of our land only what you know—
and woodlands green,
lard and Jack Dempsey are now being indulged by some tall New Eng Our boys have just learned— it will be mighty little of all that To shore
while I am pent
land timer for the President of this distracted Union of ours. Ancient they saw it, that there is a deal of is contained in the almighty Reser In backyards lone and empty. Weak
types of pugilism frequently serve as models for the politician to fol make believe in Church and State. j voir of Wisdom—but make that
and spent
From lack of food, I prowl by
low. More bait for the hook of the publicity, man is the daily task Of While the troops of the U. S. A. truth interesting.
over on the other side killing We would not close this account
night and day
the present day candidate for the highest office inthe state—the office were
humanity in the name of God— of our visit to the Congregational
fence and gate, and howl my
graced by Washington, Lincoln, and Wilson. The catalog of the winds giving the “boys” anything they Church without special mention O’er doleful
lay,
in Hugo’s “Toilers of the Sea” suggests good matter for today’s uses wanted to make the killing more of the singing by the quartette But there are none to heed a cat’s
by Lodge, Borah & Company, Inc.— In a word. War opposition, peace effective—laboring seven days in made up of Miss Irma Day, so
lament.
opposition are dead. The note of most profound interest at the pres every week to “keep the Sabbath prano; Mrs. Chas. Goodnow, con Sad is my lot! why was I born a
”—skins filled with cigarette tralto; Mr. B. H. Smith, tenor; and
cat?
ent time that can be struck is the peaceful one; the one in which is holy
smokes—and minds filled with the Mr. j. T. Cole, bass. It(was fine, My lady’s ugly poodle talfes his
mirrored the acceptance of any points—fourteen or fourteen hundred, brutality of destruction—-always far and away better than anything
nap
that even mirage to this stricken world an adumbrations of human led by the Chaplain who had, may we expected to hear. We were de On some hotel veranda in her
peace. Lodge andBorah may be good warriors—but we don’t want be, been the minister at home; the lighted by it. And, surely, we de
lap.
warriors. Lodge and Borah may be able to sniff out large smells of old home-land was preaching down tract nothing from the singing of Without a care he feasts-and waxes
rum, tobacco and movies as the the quartette when we say, the so
fat
wasted money in the conduct of the war—we don’t-want sniffing very
abomination of desolation. prano is in sweetness of melody The summer long. Please friends
sleuths; and the salary and traveling expenses of Lodge, Borah & The lesson has been, well observ and lingering beauty of tone, “like
now have the grace
Company,-Inc., incurred during the dark days our boys were striving ed—that is more sure than learn the cool shadow of a summer icloud To plead the cause of my illto aid Democracy, is quite as glaring waste, in a small way, as the ing it. And the following true over a bed of lilies and violets.”
treated race!
$600,000,000.00 wasted,—granted as wasted, in the early days of the story illustrates to the limit what Warmth and'appropriateness is in
we are trying to tell:
word Miss Day breathes in
YORK DISTRICT LODGE
airplane. But we have agreed to forget it. Can’t do other. And we Little Johnnie asked his father every
song ; and there is no way to con
are willing to forget the little we have paid Lodge, Borah & Company, one evening to tell him the story vey to the reader the truthful, and
. York District lodge, I. O. G. T.
Inc for filling the; atmosphere with talj talk.—Only we won’t Presi- of Santa Claus again.. The father delicate thought of the singers held
quarterly session recently
did, much to the seeming interest voice—it is one of those that must with its
dentionalize Lodge for one sou.
lodge at South Bidde
of Johnnie—then the father went be heard. This is no flattery—we ford. Siloam
Although it was a rainy day
to his club. After the father’s de
40 members were present,
parture, Johnnie asked his mother have heard many of the great sing about
—ADVOCATUS DIAVOLI—
subordinate lodges being repre
also To tell him the story of Santa. ers ; we predict that Miss Day will six
sented. The officers present were
The mother was busy for the mo- go a long way with her songs.
as follows:
Long long ago a rule was established in ecclsiastical courts that
Dist. Chief Templar—Edward H.
Emery.
there must be, always, 1’avocate du diable—“the devil’s, lawyer.” It
Dist. Vice Templar—Mrs. Ber
was his place in council to suggest all possible, and impossible, ob
nice Goldthwaite.
jections to the business of the court.
Hence, he had to appear as
Dist. secretary :— Mrs. Lucy
opponent of the church, and as an advocate of her chief enemy.
Hutchins.
It is facile to see there was no honor in the assignmeent; and it
Dist. assistant secretary—Mrs.
Francis Hutchins.
was not eagerly sought. In fact, one only served because he was
Dist. treasurer—Miss Fannie
constrained—there was no evading the order of designation to act as
Durrell.
161 Main Street,
Biddeford, Maine
the Devil’s Lawyer.
Dist. guard—Mrs. Florence Potts
Next Door to Biddeford National Bank
It has remained for our day to breed a man who actually keeps his
Dist. sentinel—Miss Georgie Sta
ples.
ear glued to the ground listening for the hoof-clatter up the driveways
Dist. election . superintendent—z
Jewelry of distinction and quality, Diamond
of politics—manoeuvering for the high honor Advocatus Diavoli.
Mrs. Alice E. C. Elliott.
Surely, this is a strange political barnacle to have found Lodgement
Rings, La Tausca Pearls, fine Watches of American
Six members took the district de
on the bottom of the ship of state.
manufacture, (Waltham, Hamilton and Illinois).
gree.
This latterday advocate du diable is truly no common clay. If
The session was pleasant and
Rings in all the newest shades of colored stones.
very interesting. A bountiful din
one had met him in some .sequestered place of the kingdom of the
ner was served by Siloam members
master he so sedulously serves—met" him, say, a thousand miles on
Agents for
and was fully appreciated.
the wrong side of the Styx, his mentality would not be so puzzeling.
Community Silver and
Cut Glass
But here, in the twentieth century, in the midst of tottering civilization,
1847 Rogers Silverware
Parisian Ivory
that a mind should be found to play the role of the devil’s lawyer, is
a Gordian knot that only the shears of the Fates may sever.
If you are not one of our customers (we have a goodly number from
“Peace hath her perplexities no less renowned than war, and,
this locality) give us an opportunity to render to you the good service,
one of the difficult problems confronting humanity in its construction
THE JEWELER
that our position enables us to offer you.
of Democracy,” shall be in locating the status of this self-appointed
Advocatus Diavoli.
253 Plain St. Biddeford

Subscriptions

H

The Jeweler Who Satisfies

The Store of Pro
¿ress and Service

Ser^e Month
And this live store is ready with
clothes of fine quality, new styles, ex

ceptional values.

All Wool Blue
Suits
(Kleenkut Brand)

8.50 10. 12.50 15
Sizes 8 to 18 years and regardless

of the price you pay these suits are the
best value obtainable anywhere; abso
lutely fast color, and the kind of mer
chandise that has been the means of

making this store hold such a prominent
place among the clothiers of this

community
BLUE

SERGE

CAPS

to match suits in good all
wool serge at

$1.00

Blouses
$1.00, $1.50
Neckwear
YOU may trade hère in safety, because
we’ve been particular beforehand about
qualities and values. We offer you sat
isfaction insurance.

Benoit
Dunn
256 Main Street,
Biddeford, Maine

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Biddeford’s Up-To-The-Minute Shopping Guide
SUPREME COURT OF THE

STATE OF MAINE IN AND FOR
YORK COUNTY

The time Of, the court has been
taken up this week with the trial
of Robert L. Mapes for the mur
der of his cell mate in the jail at
Alfred last March. f Twelve good
mon and true listened to the evi
dence—the prisoner having admitt
ed2the killing, the pro and cop—
mostly ‘con,’ summed up, the judge
instructed the aforesaid twelve;
and the latter were “out” just
thirty minutes to find the defen
dant gùilty. 1 As we go to press thè
cotìvicted One is waiting for his
sentence.
We are sure that, in no way, is
there edification, “spiritual expan
sion or moral nudge,” or social
health in the hearing, conduct, or
report of such a proceeding. There
is A stiff crust of formality in the
poor force of the court, affectation
on "the part of the State that makes
one feel like weeping for the gen
eral poverty of human ability; and
distance and isolation on the,part
ofithe unfortunate, all of which,
exclude “an ' attitude of confidence
inisociety.”
Well, here is a theme for. a poet;
w% must leave it to such Hands.
O'Ur cotament is, A murder trial
today is • a mere conventionality
“hanging out, like a windmill,’into
the popularis aura to grind meal
fori, society.”

' Executive committee—Rev. RA.'
Rich, Kennebunk; Mark Proctor,
Saco; Rev. H. E. Wyman,Limerick;
Rbv. H. S. Hitchcock, Sanford; T.
G; Chapman, York.
Auditor—A. _H. Bracket, Kittery.
Department superintendents u.
\ Children’s—Miss Edna Folsom,
Sanford.
Young people’s—Mrs. Emma Kil
gore, Kenhebunk.
»Adult—Rev. C. Wilson Harrison,.
Biddeford.
Teacher training—Rev. H. H.
Hayes, Saco. '
Mission's—E. K. Jordan, Alfred.
Temperance—Luther Brewer, So
Berwick.
Home department—M. F. Merrithew, Kennebunk.
BUNK FROM KENNEBUNK

When things get. so had they
can’t be any worse there comes the
deluge—and, then,..:.. .then, no
one knows.
The* League of Nations *can keep
the peace, beyond that; standing
armies,' international police, and
Borah trimmings mean the ninth
circle of the Inferno.. %
In case of fire the exits are only
known to the firemen, the audience
at the P^y notice but the eptry
door.
At the theatre, Jt is-' the one that
knows the play best who follows it
with the greatest attention—the
prompter.
Time, which strengthens friendship, overturns the, ramparits of
CONVENTION COUNTY S. S. love.
ASSOCIATION
One must laugh before being
happy, else one stands a chance of
,The convention of the County dying sans having laughed.
Sunday School association held rie. The thingy we want never come
cqhtly at the ¿Jefferson street to us; or, if they do come, it is
church, Biddeford, was very well neither in s the time or circumstan
attended and highly enjoyed. ces where they would have brot us
Eighty-three delegates and visitors ’extreme pleasure.
were registered at the afternoon It is fine to see friends by taste
session and others / Were present and esteem; it is painful to culti
during the evening..
vate friendship thru interest; that
The addresses were_timely and is to solicit.
of nigh order, the conferences pro It is n deess ary to court the
fitable and ! the devotional services pleasure of those to whom you wish
inspirational.
favor, rather than those from
¡At the business session, an in whom you Wish favor.
vitation was received and accepted zTo regret one that y°u love is
toehold the next annual meeting at happTnesp, in comparison to living
the Methodist church at Kenne- with one whom you hate.
bùhk.
Whatever delicacy there he in
The following officers were elect- love, one pardons more faults than
edfforthe ensuing year:
in,friendship.
.President—-Rev. W. S.^Coleman, It is more usual to see extreme
Kéhnebunk.
love than*’ perfect friendship.
JJecretarv—Mrs; Hi- Abbie M. „The oldest inhabitant does not
Goodwin, Kennebunk.
remember who nut the “bunk” in
¿Treasurer—Alexander Dennett, Kennebunk. “They dew sa as tu
Kittery. É
heaw ’ts alters bean thur.”

Summer Styles
|n Women’s V\/ear <^re /-\ere
The Fashions tor the Coming Summer are now being
shown in great variety; Summer Dresses, Summer Skirts, Summer
Millinery, Summer Blouses, Summer Underwear, Summer Hosiery.
It is a joy to choose from so, many lovely things especially wjien
prices are so very reasonable.

New Summer |.M| Summer
¿j'BRESSBS *
Furs
t. of Silk also Vodle'
ZuH

/

i-i

/ Al
I n\
IIV

In the new colorings. The many new changes in the styles in dresswear
have enabled us to gather together a most striking group of entirely new
wear for Sumiper which we are now showing for the'first time. You will
find among these not only just the cut and drape you seek, but also the
to™1 an<^ c°l°r contrajst you desire.. For your Summer wear see these

|F \

New Silk Dresses atprices $12.50 to $40.00
Jersey Dresses at prices $27.50 to $37.56^;,?,
Figured Vpile Dresses from $10.98 to $15.

SUMMER

The Only Shade Made With a Ventilator

Porch
Furniture

Neckwear
in all JNew Novelties

Vudor Porch
Shades

H. P. Atkinson & Sons, Inc.
;

Atkinson Block
Saco, Maine

Crepe d.e Ghir|e Collars
Organdie •Cöliars
Pique Collars Ç ,
Crepe de Chine, Organdie
Collar and Cuff Sets

59c to 1.98
25c to 2.50
25c to 1.00
and Pique
59c to 1.25

SKIRTS

A seasonable selling of Summer

Black, white and colors.

Seperate Skirts are having a big vogue with* fashionable dressers
and smart effects are being Sought for in unusual patterned effects.
Among these are stripes and plaids, silks and fabrics, tailored types
'and the more ornate draped effects,fill in new models' specially ' de
signed for Summer wearing. They include dress, utility and wash
able skirts.
-S'.':
Silk Skirts 5.00 to 22.50

To anyone making a Four Dollar Purchase or over at

Plain Wool Skirts ....
”..........5.98 tb 13.98

Miss Garand’s

Plaid SkiHs ........
6.50 to 22.50

Millinery Store

Jersey Skirts .... 13.98

‘ 208 Main Street,

'

Biddeford, Maine

I: Special attention paid to middle aged ladies’styles—
a visit will convince you.

MRS. DOROTHY WILSON HOOPER, formerly
I in the Thacher Building, Biddeford is with Miss
| Garand, where she will be glad to see her old cusI tomers again.

$5.98
upwards to
$40.00
WOHEN’S

HOSE
Of the right ¡sort for Summer
wear, showp in silk, lisle, cotton;
black, white and all the leading
shades.
-

Silk Poplin Skirts ....
. ............. .3.50 to 18-50

A fine assortment of

■ Children’s and Ladies’ Trim
toed and Untrimmed Hats

Shown in Cony, Moufflon, Iceland
Mink, Moline, etc. Prices range
from 4

For Separate Wear in New Summer Models

Gloves
Fares Paid to Biddeford

Furs,'some in the Marabou. All
in furs of the first favorites.

BLOUSES
Georgette Waists
......... . . .$5.98 to 10.00
Crepe; de Chine Waists
........ 3.98 to io-oo
.Pussy Willow ’■ Silk
K' Waists 2.50 to 6.00
Fancy Silk Waists
...fc...5.98
Voilé Waists 1.25 to 6.00
Middy Blouses
:.. .. . .1.75 and 1.98

Furniture, Carpets, Rugs, Draperies

AtkinsonBlock
Biddeford, Maine

Here are the Newest of Summer’s
Newest

In the smartest combinations 0 5

All pf the latest styles in Jengths as well as trimmings are repre
sented, and particular attention .has been given to selections of
models which, we know will be particularly becoming to our custom
ers. Note the variety of pleasing materials and dainty trimmings.

AND

If for the home or cot
tage — our Summer
Furnishings are com
plete and at. prices a
bit lower than others.
S'ee. Our stores for dis
tinctive lines.

There is a lure in these Furs
which no lover of the beautiful
can resist.

Silk Gloves
Ghanjoisette Gloves
White Doeskin Gloves
Kid Gloves

65c to 1.00
75c to 1.00
1.75
2.25 to 2.75

EXCEPT HOLIDAYS

Washable Skirts ... .1
........ 2.98 to 10.00

THE STORE OF QUALITY

Silk Hose
Fibre Silk Hose
Lisle Hose
Cotton Hose

SERVICE

1.50 to 2.25
79c to 1.15
50c to 75c
15c to 50c

SPECIAL
300White Milan Hats, $1,98

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Biddeford’s Up-To-The-Minute Shopping Guide
Thrift and Opportunity
r ”À Pleasant Plàce To Shop.”
120 Main St.,
Biddefcrd

NERGY expanded in the right
/ direction always makes room
for itself, and sooner or later it is
bound to find its proper outlet.
’Tis so with business. The growth
of this store is not confined to the
development of a few departments
but of all.

[

Each department is a special
ized store in itself wherein the
newest and most worthy things
áre shown while they are are yet
new. Therefore, all of your heeds
can be safely and quickly filled
here. And because Our resources
are broad you can be sure of the
lowest prices—and as we buy we
sell—at the lowest possible notch.

RHEAUME AND CHILDREN
Mrs. L. A. Rheaume, of 48 Lyman i . Mrs. Rheaume is of French descent,
street, Holyoke, Massachusetts, has j and a very capable woman, mother of
been buying War Savings Stamps for) three little children. She and Mr.
a year. Early in March she applied I Rheaume own a small apartment in
at the postoffice to cash what she had; which they live. . She said that; be
—5850. She told the postmaster that cause a payment of 5850 was due
her husband, who sells bread, was April first, she had to use her stamps
buying a motor truck for 5825 and for the truck.
She writes, “I am stUl buying War
they needed the money. The post?
master advised her to hold the stamps Savings Stamps to- my utmost .because
until April first, and explained the in it is a sure and correct investment and
crease in value (about $2).
She while buying the stamps I am lending
was very glad to take advantage of my money to the Government with
the suggestion.
good interest”

ONE-PIECE" COOKERY.

Food, Time, Fuel and Labor May
be Conserved by This Method.
“One-piece”
dishes, which were
brought into favor by war-time con
ditions and economics, remain popular
with thoughtful and progressive house
wives, as a well-balanced meal may be
quickly and easily prepared in this
manner. Rice, for example, lends it
self admirably to combination.
Of several ways of cooking rice, the
best, perhaps, is to add to a given
quantity of rice about twice as much
-water, and cook over a very low fire
tn a covered kettle. Carefully choked
‘in this way the grains will “stand
apart” as well as by boiling the rice
'in a lot of water, rinsing with cold
water, then drying in the oven.
Using plain boiled rice for a basis,
many balancing articles of food—
cheese, meat, eggs, nuts, fats, etc.—combine with it harmoniously. , A
cooking expert so uses up the coarser
leaves of lettuce, romaine, endive, etc.,
that may have been left over from a
«alad
To .these she addé a sliced
onion, about two tablespoons of bacon
¡fat, butter or butter substitute, and
three-quarters of a cup of cold water
tor every half cup of well-washed rice
»—-which, for this particular recipe, has
'not been previously cooked. When
the water boils in the covered kettle,
she turns the fire low and allows the
whole to cook for twenty minutes.
Other combinations will produce re-'
suits equally “tasty?* The point is
to conserve food, time, fuel, labor, thus
increasing the working capital of the
housewife. Every penny saved in. creases her ability to purchase Thrift
and War Savings Stamps regularly,
and thus make provision for the
¡future.

Lewis Polakewich .

WHAT is A BILLION, ANY
WAY?
How the American and British
Billions Vary.

By James H. Collins.

“One billion dollars,** dictated the
boss to Tillie.
“Do you want that in figures?** she
asked.
“Yes.” x
But Tillie hit the cipher key too
many times and wrote:
. s 51,000,000,000,000
It looked large, even for a war fig
ure!
And it was both wrong and right
as you wilt see a little later.
What is a billion, anyway?'
Last year, the people of this country
did something which gives a very
good illustration ' of 51,000,000,000.
The. Treasury Department received a
billion dollars from War Savings
Stamps bought by the people. Just
who bought them does not matter.
Every man, woman and child in the
United States buying a 25-cent Thrift
Stamp weekly for forty weeks would
have done it—not much of a drain
upon anybody’s income, even that of
an office boy.
Now, it yould be impossible for the
people in Great Britain to duplicate
the performance, even if they had a
population as large as our own. There
is not enough wealth in the United
Kingdom to make a billion dollars by
English standards. The term billions
never crept into John Bull’s war 'fig
ures.
We use the French billion, which is
'1,000,000,000, whereas the1 British use
a standard of their own, and their bil
lion is 1,000,000,000,000.
So that is why Tillie was both
wrong and right.
/ .
A billion of anything is a whole lot,
KEEP YOUR LIBERTY
whether
one
measures
it by the Brit
BOND INTEREST BUSY.
ish or American standard. But as
war
taught
us
to
th
ink
in
terms'of this
Are you keeping the interest on
big unit, so it has taught us to pro
Your Liberty Bonds busy?
duce^
in
terms
of
billions,
and one of
By taking the dbupons to the post
office as they come due, and reinvest the most interesting measures of our
ing them in War Savings Stamps, they production and thinking is the comwill continue to work for you, andl parative ease with which we as a
at the end of five years there will nation may save up a billion dollars
be a substantial amount to invest in by the purchase of a little green slip
of paper, the Thrift Stamp, once a
something worth while.
Watch out for these dates of Liberty week for something less than ten
Bond interest payments for the re months.
mainder of this year: June 15, No. 1;
The holes in a sieve are small but
September 15, No. 3; October 15, No.
Does
2; November 15, No. 4; December 15, water runs out mighty fast.
No. 1, also first interest payment on your money dribble away? Save it in
Thrift Stamps.
Victory Loan, No. 5.

NM DB
HIM
HE smartest possible summer
styles, most fashionable dresses,
prettiest colors and patterns, styles
that will increase in desirability
throughout the summer are included
in this collection.

T

I
i

Materials are novelty goods,
ginghams, linens, pongees, voiles
and many other summery materials
The , styles are those approved by
fashion, emphasizing the newest
and latest features—but everyone
is beautiful no matter what the
price;

S1.98 to 12.98
$1.98
New Misses’ Dresses 12 to 16

Are Thrift Dividend Stamps!

Thrift Pays!

ZA ur dress shop on the second
floor presents by far the largest
and finest collection of frocks in the
store’s history. An inspiring se
lection of the very newest frocks
designed to meet every dress re
quirement of daytime or informal
occasion.

Hundreds of Pretty Models
Adapted for Present or
Summer Wear
Smart Frocks of Wool Jersey tor street or
sports wear.
Exclusive Models in Figured Georgette Frocks.
Frock of Crisp Taffeta or Soft Crepe de Chin.
Simple Tailored Frocks of Blue Serge
Exquisite Wash Dresses of Voile or Gingham.

New Children’s Dressesfrom

War Savings Stamps

Never Before Such a Gathering
ot Smart Frocks

$12.98 and $15
Children’s Romper,

$1.00 and 1.79

Exclusive Models in Figured Georgette Frocks

$25.00 to 39.50

New Summer Wash Dresses—Voile and Gingham

Crisp Taffeta Dresses
Smart Jersey Frocks
Tricollete and Paulette frocks

$3.98 to 15.00

$15.00 to 35.00

,

$25.00
$45.00 and $49.50

Early Presentation of
NEW Washable Skirts
The season of outdoor and wanner days opens, and this is the time

of times to make your selections, while stocks are at their best and styles

are so complete.

The variety of new models, up to the very minute

in correctness, is broad in styles of individual appeal.

Washable Skirts

Developed in Many Artistic and Beautiful Colors and Fabrics.

Our Prices range: $2.98, 3.98, 4.98, 5.98, 6.98, 7.98 and 10.00
Women of large proportions can safely expect to find their size here.

Enterprise 52 Copies $1.00

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBÜNK, MAINE

A MAN’S STYLE AND THE MAN dow caught the strolling eye—we heart. Fashion’s most exclusive
wore a new ore home, only to find summer sport fabrics or fashioned
HIMSELF
the one of last year was “just as suits of the same; beautiful sim
good as new.” And we are wear plicity for those who shy from the
Style is the most outward and ing it. Is that worth the while?
novel; alluring grace, sparkling
obvious thing about man’s clothes.
and raidant in color and weave;
Service goes deeper and is the suc
original designs—American, just
THE POSSIBILITIES OF
cessful combination of style with
from New York; and all peerless
SHOPPING
the quality of the Clothes.
in quality and! values.
Quality is the most' important
Insist on the Lewis Polakewich
thing of all. It is what makes the
Your bit 'of summer is full of shop when you are in Bidedford—
style worth while.
possibilities. But, if you are a when you are down in Maine.
At the house of the Kuppenheim- tourist, or a farmer, or just the'
er Clother in Biddeford—at the everyday shopper, you aren’t likely,
THE GENTLE ART OF
sign of Benoit & Dunn, is found an to find them without experts—some i
SHOPPING
unusually happy uninon of style, one of experience, to help you.
;
service and quality. And the many
Therefore, you can have the ad-1
stores of the BENOIT throughout vice of that experience by reading 1 The web of speed makes'one me
New’ England give one confidence the pages of the ENTERPRISE, be tropolis of a hundred cities that
in their selections in the way of fore you seek for the possibilities were unreachable yesterday. The
men’s clothes and men’s furnish of a shopping tour in Biddeford. motor has changed the meaning of
ings. And the father and the son Be sure to get a copy of this paper, travel; and the auto'' brings far
may be outfitted in the same store. as you may, in any of the towns, in places presently to your door—
Speaking personally, we have York or Cumberland counties.
comfort, dispatch, directness, reli
found exceptionally satisfactory
Are you looking for “silks that ability, that’s what we all want;
service, exceptionally satisfactory o’ertop the realm of fashion,” and “Forty-five Minutes from
prices, and exceptionally satisfac frocks, suits, wraps, blouses, skirts Broadway” means quite as much
tory fabrics, and exceptionally sat or lingerie? Well, there is the in York County as it does in Kings
isfactory values with the BENOIT dainty little shop of Lewis Polake County, N. Y.
in all their stores. And we go there wich—where distinction smiles at
The summer guests of Maine
again and again.
you thru the well-dressed windows will want to shop, much; there are
One year ago, we did not know as you pass along the street. There, so many little intimate things that
BENOIT & DUNN of Biddeford. is your opportunity. Inside is a the women of the menage want, so
The first very warm days of this captivating display of enchanting many things, in the way of furnish
summer, the straw hats in the win- becomingnesses for the feminine ings, the lord of the manor must

G. W. Larrabee Company
Has timely, quality, Value Bargins

Some of the Attractions
Sewing Machines—Regular Price
Now at the upshot price of

$65.00
$35.00

ALSO SEWING MACHINES—ELECTRIC
Motor Driven, UNMATCHABLE

at $45.00

Look In-Come ln-Our Bargains are Values

147 Maw St
SPECIAL BARGAINS IN TENN S SHOES.

MEN’S HOOD’S “WURKSHU
A Brown Heavy Duck, Rubber Sole and Heel.

Regular $3.00 Value. $2.45

BOY’S HOODS “WURKSHU”
A Brown Duck, Rubber Sole and Heel,all sizesup to 5 1 -2

IT ALL CAME TRUE
have; and who is the nearest deal
er?
,
To help you flatten out some big
December 31, 1925
“ifs” of your summer is the inten
tion of these little stories, which
will appear from time to time in
(Apologies as usual to K-C-B)
the ENTERPRISE.
• Once upon a time a few women
For instance, “I, am located at (who loved their homes and Coun
Old Orchard; were shall I go and try (the United States) decided
be back in forty-five minutes, to get that the liquor business should be
a gown, cool and lovely, for the prohibited in their country and
summer days—the ones I pave with they talked and worked and prayed
me are soiled and heavy—they told and the liquor business was prohib
me Maine was to be so cold.”
ited and by that time these few
The answer, as it might be if you women in the W. C. T. U> were a
lived anywhere in York County, the half million women and they said,
answer is Youlands at Biddeford. “No more liquor anywhere” and
Forty-five minutes will do it. And they raised a big jubilee fund and
you find the largest department worked for World Prohibition and
store in York. Ten departments— now in 1925 liquor < is prohibited
and they are doubled up—two in EVERYWHERE. I thank you.
every one; every garment and bit
of apparel for men and women, ex
cept just shoes—which you can HOW TO BE A CAPITALIST.
get, almost across the street, at
Green’s.
Even Small Savings May Be The
The shopper finds, at the very
Foundation of a Fortiine.
threshold of YOULAND’S, the
most obvious thing about the whole
Do you want to be a capitalist?
combination of shops—cleanliness,
s easy.
order, agreeable atmosphere, whole It’Hartley
Withers in his authorita
some appointments, convenience tive textbook “Poverty and Waste,”
of activities. Whether the shopper says that “Capital is defined by
is in a hurry, or has all the day economists as wealth set aside to be
before her, she finds throughout used in production. A. certain amount
YOULAND’S stores “honest-to- of it is necessary before any indus
goodness” conveniences, aids, ne try can begin its work; because in
dustry implies making or growing
cessities.
The latest wrinkle in cash con something, and, during the process
veyors—the shoper has her change of making or growing, those who are
back before she has time to close at work have to be kept alive out of [
her purse; the new “Bubble” sys- a store thait has ben set aside •
temof ice-cold water for the thirsty beforehand to that end. Professor !
’s well known example is that 1
summer days—water, which, run Walker
of a member of a savage tribe, living i
ning thru twenty feet of the clean precariously on fish ‘caught from the !
est block tin, incircled with ice,' rocks which jut into the sea,’ who !
compares with the most perfect lays' up a store of dried fish, and !
drink that can be obtained at any keeping himself alive thereon, makes
fountain in the world. In a word, himself a canoe, and thereafter can i
everything springs to the eye to ‘paddle in it out to the banks’ which
feed the fancy and satisfy the’ lie two or three miles from shore,
where in one day he can get as many
shopper.
The motor that keeps everything fish as he could catch from off the
moving, that skill, enthusiasm and rocks in a week.
“His store of dried fish' was his
knowledge of the art of pleasing
as well as selling can suggest, is capital, which he reserved from con
and kept to live on while
Mr. W. A. Lumb—the large-sized sumption
making his canoe. Having dene so,
manager of the largest department he has put his capital into a canoe
store in York County. His helpful and can let it out to his neighbors,
suggestions, if YOULAND’S has taking payment from them in the
not just the maker you want, will form of part of their catch, on which
at once place you in touch with the he can live, while he himself builds
spot in Biddeford where he can be more canoes and sells them in ex
found. • Mr. Lumb aims to serve change for the labor of ths rest of
you—at YOULAND’S, if possible the tribe. The point at which he left
—but, first of all to give you ser off being a mere hand-to-mouth work
vice. And you will come out of er and consumer and became a capi
that shop, satisfied that there is talist, was when, instead of eating
all the fish that he caught, he saved
the right man at the helm.
some and dried them so that he
might be kept alive while he carried
out his canoe-building venture. ‘At
EVERYTHING POINTS
every step of its progress,’ says
THAT WAY Walker again, ‘capital follows one
law. It prises solely out pf savings.’ ”
During the next week or two Mr,
Every pjftn, woman and child can
Robinson of thé Kennebunk, Ken lay aside a part of the proceeds of
nebunkport and Portland Express, his labor, beyond what is necessary
will equip another motor truck to for his present maintenance, and
take care of the rapidly-growing thus start on the road tp capital.

call for a live means of intercom-1
municatior between those points.
Is not this one of the signs of the
time? Do we here in Kennebunk
appreciate what that means? We
guess not. But we can watch the
other fellow’s smoke; and, maybe,
grumble at him and cuss our luck
because we did not think of it at
first. But there is no way of build
ing a fence,around another man’s
thought.
If one would go to Portland, and
beat the train after having missed
it, Mr. Robinson has a good seat on
the bus to see the cinema as the
moving landscapes flits by on the
way. We have made two trips
with the K. K. & P. Ex., and we
will make many another before the
ending of these warm summer days
One has three hours to do the 'er
rands in Portland and then get the
Express back—here we are again
at three, p. m !
THE VICTORY CELEBRATION
AT ALFRED

Smooth Sole and Leather Inner Sole Tennis

Regular $1.50 value at $1.25

Hon. William T. Haines, one
time governor of the State of Maine
died at the Augusta General Hos
pital, at Augusta Maine during the
week. He had undergone a seri
ous surgical operation a few days
before his. death and his recovery
was always considered uncertain.
Hon. William Tecumseh Haines
was elected governor of . this state
in 1913, and, previous to that time,
had filled many offices of trust and
dignity.

I/ENNEBUNK

HeNNEBONKRORT
AND 'ORTIAND

EXPRESS
Daily trips between Kennebunk
port and Portland, via Kennebunk
Beach, Kennebunk, Biddeford and
Saco. Also jobbing of all kinds to
and from any point.
Tel, Portland 4325.
Tel. Kennebunkport, 72-3.
Ask for our rates.

On Saturday last Alfred turned
out to do honors to, the coming of
victory to our arms in Europe^
There was a mile-long street pa
rade—a massmeetnig in Alfred
Square where Major George C,
Webber addressed the citizens
present—and there was a band con
cert by the Painchaud Band, of
Bidfleford.
A Victory Arch loomed large in
Alfred Square—here the speeches
of the day. were delivered. And
From 1 to 100 tons. No com
beneath it the parade accompanied
by floats and drum corps, school pany car quote lower prices on any
children and “SALLIE.”
kincl of cargo from Furniture to
Sand.
AN EMERGENCY OR TURN
Call me up, it will save you
ARCUAI) FUND.
money.

Motor Trucking

"I Hope to tee Married But—*’

CHILDREN’S BROWN & WHITE

DEATH OF FORMER GOVERNOR
WILLIAM T, HAINES

R. G. SEAVEY

Kennebunkport, Maine
“My big ambitipn is to get married Tel. 31-2
if Mr. Right comes into my life,” said
a pleasant-faced hard-working sten
ographer.
“Therefore I am buying
Thrift Stamps and War Savings
Stamps regularly as a sort of mar
riage chest to provide a trousseau
and to contribute toward the furnish
ing or buying of my home.
GEO. H. PIPER, Prop.
“But Mr. Bight and I may never
find each otiier. In that event, I will
QUALITY” Our .’Viotto
have to keep oe working. I may get
sick; I may want to take a position
Main
in another town; I may need a rest
My marriage-cheat stamps then will
be my emergency or turn-around
MAINE
fund. Whatever happens, saving now
will help me in the future. Already
I have saved a tidy sum without
skimping in the least. The handy
thrift stamps catch and hold on to ry
quarters before they obey some sud
that subscription. If you
den and foolish spending' impulse. I
are in arrears remember
look upon W. S. S. both as cash and
that we can always find
investment In ease of emergency I
good use for
can always cash them on ten days’
notice at the post office, hut month by
month and year by year my stamp
money is earning interest and in
creasingmy double-purpose fund.”
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TRAVEL BY THE W. S. S. AND AVOID FINANCIAL ACCIDENT

SUBURBANS AND CHICKENS. THINGS ON WHICH
ALL CAN SAVE.
Poultry an Asset for Thrift and
Wise Spending the General Basis
Health.
for Economy.
Mrs. Lorence M. Woodside of Win
“No one can lay down a rule of
chester,’ Mass., is exemplifying in her saving which will be effective for
home garden the advice she gives to! other people,” says Mrs. F. L. Higginother women through her lectures. ] son, New England District Savings
She advocates ' conservation, not only I Director. “Every one has to settle for
of food and money, but of health and, himself the question of personal econenergy, through contact with Mother.I O__
my.
.. A general basis is wise spendEarth.
l ing, avoidance of waste, intelligent
To use an old-time simile, IMrs.
saving, safe investment As the Brit
Wocds’de does not “keep all her eggs ish wisely put it, ‘begin to save at the
in one basket,” though she does keep point where you have supplied your
a basket especially for eggs, In addi- self with everything needed for effi
tion to the cultivation df vegetablés ciency.’ The best single suggestion
and fruits and flowers, she finds time that the Savings Division, or anyone
to attend to the needs of, a busy flock else, can make to the individual is to
of chickens, believing that fresh eggs give a little time to considering what
and chicken meat augur favorably for he would do if his income were sud
denly reduced by a fixed amount. To
answer this, he would have to con
sider yrhere he could economize if he
had to save.
. “If all of us took care never to
waste anything and not spend foolish
ly, nearly all of us could probably ef
fect some saving. Most of us do not
think enough before we-spend. *TMnk
before you buy and you will have
more for your money.’ This means a
greater return for your work and more
money left for thought. To quote
from an English authority—Ttfost of
us could reduce our ennaumptton of
food without impairing our health or
efficiency. We could travel less often
for pleasure or to save ourselves
trouble, or could obtain equal pleas
ure from less expensive trips. We
could walk to our places of business
instead of taking a tram to go half a
SPRING CHICKENS
mile.’ All of which translated into
American phrasing moan« that the
both health and thrift.
average individual can by logical econ
Suburban and village dwellers may omy purchase additional War Savings
not only augment their supplies of Stamps and at the same time actually
table delicacies in an era of prohibi add to his health, personal efficiency
tive prices by keeping poultry, but and happiness.”
the necessary care of the fowls fur
nishes the best of opportunities for
REAL MONEY TALKS.
interesting children in all dumb creatures, and many, like the little fellow in the picture, learn to love them A Manufacturer Makes An In
genious Display.
as pets.
From the sale of surplus eggs come
Realizing that interest tables are
inany a Thrift and War Savings
Stamp; indeed, raising poultry as a apt to be dry stuff, and that people are
piethod of acquiring loose change has more easily interested in an exhiMt
of real money than by a display of
decided advantages.
Mrs. Woodside aldo believes that figures a manufacturer who seeks to
the pig,, when kept' under sanitary promote habits of thrift among his
conditions, has its good points as a employees, arranged an ingenious -dis
play in the cafeteria of his factory.
promoter of thrift and good living.
Behind a glass frame were sixteen
quarters, a dime and two pennies, un
THRIFT IN THE SCHOOLS. der the legend “Today.” An arrow
pointed from this money to another
What One Boston School Is Doing-. legend, “New Year’s Day, 1924,” with
exactly sixteen quarters, a dime and
Since Jan. 1 the pupils of the Quincy two cents. Underneath the first ar
School in Boston, Frederick W. Swan, rangement of coins were sixteen Thrift
master, have Invested about $1700 in Stamps, with a dime and two cents,
Thrift1 and War Savings Stamps, aver then an equal mark, followed by a
aging^ about $2 per capita. In" itself, War Savings Stamp, and an arrow
this may not seem a great deal, but pointed to a $5 bill under the coins on
the fact becomes significant when it the opposite side.
is known that probably not onp of
“This was indeed a graphic way,”
the pupils is of American parentage, says Mrs. F. L. Higginson, Savings
gome 20 odd nationalities are repre ¡Director for New England, “of showing
sented ,in the school, and one whole that $4.12 in itself would not grow at
five _years,. whereas
investclass of non-English speaking pupils all during
_ _ ___ ___
.
Is made up of Chinese. All are whole- ’ ed in Thrift Stamps it wall earn near
heartedly for America, and most of ly another dollar.”
them work for the money they put in
to stamps, both as an investment and j The cornerstone of tomorrow’s suc
ar a patriotic duty to the country that [ cess is founded upon today’s thrift..
stands vividly in their minds as the Any postman can lay the cornerstone
for you with War Savings Stamps.
land of justice and opportunity.
Some one is saving what you spend
There’s a “V” In every War Savings
Stamp. If you don’t believe it—look foolishly. Who is depositing your doiagain, Or hold W. S. S. until maturity' lars? Invest them in W. S. S. and
save them for yourself.
and be shown.

Keep on Saving
200 War Savings Stamps bought this year will be $1,000 in 1924 for that
new office equipment, new car, postgraduate course in a specialty, pay
ment toward a home, fen* the youngsters’ education, or against a rainy
day.
100 Stamps now will be $500 then, for advancement or protection; and
50 will be $250.
Fix your own mark of your needs or desir.es and get there via W. S. S.
W. S. S. pay more than 4'4% and are absolutely safe and convenient
investments for the busy man or woman.

on Safety Lane

Street
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BIDDEFORD,

Also Good Values in Men’s and Ladies’ Boots and Oxfords
When in Biddeford come in to see us
Or send order by mail.

No extra charge for parcel post

Don’t Overlook

the MONEY

We have Correct Styles in Spring Millinery and the prices
asked for the same is as low as can be found anywhere in

the city. We solicit out-of-town trade.

ride. Albina B. Fortier
202 Main Street.

Biddeford, Maine

KENNEBUNKÉNTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Why Shop in Boston When You can do Better in Portland ?
Unitarian Laymfen’s League was
formed, “We are interested in the vital
subject of religion. This project makes
By H. A. G.
an imperative demand upon every man.
Slang is, oftep,—in any business I want to emphasize the matter of pro
or game, only an effort to express moting the worship of God and stimula
an action, or the want of it, so new. ting church attendance. This will vi
there is no vocable, or phrase, in talize the work of the church. The Deep
the language to fit the requirement. spiritual natures made George Wash
The birdman’s game is still in the ington and his contemporaries pervade
unfledged state, yet, if orfe should what théy were doing with religion.
use straight ahead all of the Wé have that inherited capital and have
>‘slang” words and phrases that been living on it. Are we going to de
have already attached to it, one’s forest our lands without replanting?
Story of the aviator would be quite The carrying forward of this essential j
unintelligible^ give below, some, spirituality cannot be taken for granted
not all of the slang of aviation. \ If we could make that the actuating
An aviator—as we all knqw, who motive in men s lives we should solve
has brot down five enemy planes is many problems. It is the duty of this
an “ace.” The airplane itself is organization to carry it on. Ministers
called a “bus” or “Shipa “blimp” and women cailnot do it alone. You
is a small plane; find a “sausage” know
what you think/of men who carry
is a captive balloon,—sp called from
their other assets in their wives’ names.
its shape.
A fool pilot who does stunt? near We need not to be pillars of the church,
the ground is a “wolf;” a learner is but mainsprings of action- This is to
a “quirk;” men who are in the fly- be dohe not by they and-they but by
ing section as non-fliers are. “kee- ygu and me.”

THE AERIAL MAIL

wee birds”—named after, the wing
less kiwi bird of Australia; and an
aerial squadron is a “circus.”
The starting lever of a plane is
the “joy stick;” to start.the motor
is to “give her the gun;” to stop is
to “kill the stick;” gasoline is
“essencé;” bombs are “eggs”—
while the place where they are kept
is the “egg basket;” “conk” is the
failure of ,the motor to work; and
an airplane that rocks is “loggy.”
To mount the air is to “take a
flip” or a “hop” a “solo” is a learn-1
er’s first flight; “taxi” is to i^in
along the ground under, one’s own
power; and “grass-cutting,” of
course,js to fly close to the ground.
To “zoom” is to climb very rapidly
after a level flight; “hoick up”
simply to climb J “pancake” is land
ing; “ceiling” or “roof” the highest
flight ; and “bumps” are upsetting
air currents.
“Huffed” and “he hasn’t come
back for his cap” is júst what
“Tommy Atkins” means when he
says he is “gone west.” When a
main started out on a flight he hung
his peaked service cap/no one of a
long, row of pegs. It he did not
“come back for his cap,” he was a
dead man,
Reading many of the stráiningfpr-atmosphere stories of the aviators-on-paper is much like reading
the report of a game of ball—much
of it looks like Greek until you
know it is the slang of the reporter,
who, by the way, may never have
played the game in real life. So of
aviation, there are. men writing
books telling the butcher and the
baker and the candle-stick maker
how to fly—and the bookmaker has
never even touched a' “joy stick.”
That is not necessary so long as
he can. handle the official “conk”
stuff. It is all in the game of life—
the writer is selling his stuff—that
is as“fly” as he wants to be.

Acme
Theatre
SPECIAL
Wed. and Thurs.,
( June, 11 and 12

The Money
Corral
Also-Special
Saturday. June 14

Tom Mix in

Hell
Roaring
Reform
If you want to see a second
William S. Hart see this
great 6 reel feature

PROGRAM WEEK JUNE 9 to 14

CHURCH NOTICES

The pastor attended the annual meet
ing of the Portland, District Methodist
Ministers Association, in -Portland,
Monday forenoon, and a meeting of the
Managers of the Old Orchard Methodist
Camp-meeting, during the afternoon
where plans were made for ah' old
fashioned camp meeting, July .19-27, to
be in charge of Rev. J, M. Arters. It
is planned to make this the best meet
ing of recent years.
Next Sunday will be Children’s Day,
with sermon to the children at 10 30 A.
M. There will be something in, it for
everyone. The children’s^exercises will
take place at 7 o’clock iri thek evening.
An unusually fine program is being pre
pared. There will be. the regular ses
sion of the Sunday school at the noon
hour. “

Î. L. EVANS & CO.

NOTICE
> Dr, A. J. Stimpson announces
that he has purchased the Dr. Lord
house bn Main street.
Office hours frbm 2 to 4 and 7 to
8; other hours by appointment.

DR. W. T. COX
OSTEOPATH
113 Main St.,
Biddeford, Me.

. Service at 10.30 A. M. The min
ister will preach.
Sunday School at 11.45 A. M.

Perfection
Oil Stoves
1
2
3
4

Burner
Burner
Burner
Burner

Designed■ by'the celebrated makers
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

The keynote of this Summer ih Meh’s
Clothes is Simplicity that is not at the ex
pense of Smartness. These qualities are
found in the highest degree in the Model
Shits produced by
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

Haskell & Jones Company
HAINE

PORTLAND,

An Index of the Mode Furnishings for Men and Boys
STATE OF MAINE

the Town Hall in Kennebunk, on
Wednesday, June 4> 1919» at t^n
CIO) o’clock in the forenoon. Pub
lic notice is to be given by the ap
plicant by causing to be published
in the Biddeford, Journal, the
Eastern Star and the Kennebunk
Enterprise, forthwith, a certified
copy of this order, such publica
tions to be at least seven (7) days
before the date of hearing
, y Given under the hand and seal
of the Public Utilities Commission,
at Augusta, this 20th day of May,
À. D. 1919.
Benj. F. Cleavea
, Herbert W. Trafton
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMIS
SION OF MAINE.
A true Copy,
ATTEST. Geo. T. Giddings, Clerk
L. S.

SUMMER RUGS
At noderate Prices in All Grades
Crex, Crex De Luke, Grass Fibre, Rush and
Japanese Rugs. All Sizes. Just Received.

After hearing ih thé above Sentit/,
ed matter the Commission on June
28,1918, authorized the York Coun
Water Company to make certain
$5.00, 5.50 ty
increases in its schedule of rates.
6.00, 6.50 I In the order it was provided that
the schedule then in effect should
Wicks
30c Automatically become - /effective
1,1919, unless the Commission
Hammocks
2.25 to 10.00 July
after hearing extended the Opera
of such emergency schedule.
White Mountain Ice Cream tion
The company now files an appli
Freezers, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10 cation to have such > emergency
schedule extended beyond July 1,
and 12 qts.
1919, and file? witlf its application
a statement of its operating reve
Screen Doors
nues and expenses and claims that
Window Screens
a condition . exists and will exist
which will require the receipt of
Croquet Sets
at least the same amount of reve is prepared to do hail and
nue during an additional period
beyond July 1, 1919.
scalp treatment, facial
SALE OF
Notice is hereby given that upon
massage and mani
1 DINNER SETS such application for further èxtension of said emergency sched
curing by apule, the Public Utilities Commis
sion will give a public hearing at
nointment.
English Wear

Ovens

parpets and rugs
WT
• * •Kilborn
<*>“UUrilCo24-26
Free Street.
______ __ __ _

toV CLARK
REALTY

A fresh stock and all the new
¿shades of

Service at 16.30 A. M. On this Sunday,
C O L O R I T E
June 8th, all the minis’-ers of this fel
for straw hats arid many other
lowship are asked to preach on the topic
purposes
“Unitarianism, What it Means,', And
What it Can Do Under Existing Condi
tions For The Help of Mankind”, with
special reference to the Unitarian Lay
“The Old Hardware Shop”
men’s League. This will accordingly be 36 Mhrket., St., Portsmouth, N. H
an especial rallying day for the meh of
. Tel. 509
the parish, Sunday School at-j.1. 45 A. M.
Maine Unitarian Conference meets at
Saco, with the Second Parish Church on
Tuesday and Wednesday, June 10 and
Uth, commencing Tuesday evening.
SWASEY BERN*MTS’
There is adequate electric service sb
AKE THE BEST.
that,a large number from this commun
NAME IS STAMPED ON EVERY ONE
Swasey
Bean Pots are on sale
ity ought to be abb to. attend.
at all first class stores
Delegate E. F. McClennan said at the
E. SWASEY & CO., Portland, Maine
Springfield Conference at which the

PRYOR-DAVIS CO

Blue Willow Pattern
Blue Silistia Pattern
Gold and White Marengo
Pattern

We would like to send

For YOUR Approval
One of our smart-style, high gradé

T. LEVANS & CO
BIDDEFORD, ME.

Of gingham and percales, light, medium and dark
color effects. State size and color preferred.

PORTEOUS, MITCHELL & BRAUN CO.
PORTLAND

Kennebunk; Me.

BUV YOUR

Hot Weather Underwear

" Dressers Daylight Store
KENNEBUNK, MAINE

House Dresess at $3.98

Eat More Beans

Ross Block

Farms, Timber and Wood Lands, City, Town
and Seashore Property. Before Purchasing or Ex
changing please call and see what I have to offer.
Telephone 51.

Mrs. Mabel Huff

v

“—and then I just
dropped in to Haskell
& Jones Shop and was
fitted fine in no time.
How do you like it?

SUMMER STRAWS
Sold* by the best shopseverywhere—can only be pur
chased in PORTLAND at the shop of distinction.

$5.25 PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMIS
SION
11.00 and 15.50
21.00 Re York County Water Company
extension of emergency schedule
F. C. No. 168
26.50

Office Hours, 9 to 5.
Tel. Con.
Graduate under the
1 Burner*
founder of the Science >
Dr. A. T. Still.
2 Burner

FIRST PARISH, UNITARIAN
Robert P. Doremus, Minister
Residence 1 High St.,
Tel. 45-3

MB SUMMER MODELS

USUAL PRICES

Monday— Dorothy Gish in
“PEPPY PALLY”
Public worship next Sunday morning
Drew, Cpmedy—‘ ‘Romance and Rings”
at 10.30. The Sunday school will meet
at the close of the preaching service.
Tuesday—Ethel Clayton in
You ar£ invited to enjoy the hour with
“PETTIGREW’S GIRL”
us.
“Pictograph”-—“Burton Holmes”
The ‘'People’s Popular Service at 7
Wednesday and Thursday
O’clock bn Sunday evening.' We want
“THE MONEY CORRAL”
you to feel that you have a very cordial
invitation to enjoy this hour of worship Sunshine Comedy-“Six Cylinder Love”
and praise with us.
Friday—Francis X. Bushman in ,
The Children’s Day. Concert will be
‘TOOR RICH MAN”
postponed . ”ntii later, in the month.
Eddie Polo in the 13th Episode of
Severarthings happened to make this
“THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS”
arrangement necessary.
The mid week social service on Wed ,Saturday—“Hell Roaring Reform”
V
Current Events
Ford Weekly
nesday evening at 7.30. We shall be
glad to share the pleasure of this
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH very
evening with you if you will accept our
warm invitation. “Come thou with us’
Sunday morning service at 10.30 and we will do the good”,- was the an
June 8th. Subject: “God The cient invitation.

METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. Royal A. Rich, Pastor
12 Dane St., Tel. 37-3

Esteem it a privilege to have the oppor
tunity of presenting to their patrons a
distinguished showing of

WILLIAM S. HART in J

BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. B. H. Tilton
Residence Main Street

Only Cause and Creator.
Wednesday evening service , at
7.45. Everyone is cordially in
vited to attend.

Portland, Maine

KENNEBUNK

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Will S. Colemap, Minister,
Residence 57 Main St.
Tel. 53-12
' Children’s Sunday, June 9.
10.30 a. m.—Worship with Children’s
Day sermon by the pastor.
All
children of the parish are especially
invitedto be present and sit in seats
reserved for them. The children
■ will meet in the chapel at 10.15
• o’clock.
11.45 a. m.—Sundayschool with (lasses
for all.
5.00 p. m.—Children’s Day Concert, to
• which' the public is in invited.' The
offering will be for the Dr. Grenfel
Hospital. This worthy objects de
serves a liberal offering.
The C. E. and - evening meetings
will be omitted.
Week-night service in the .chapel,
Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’clock.
The York Conference of Congrega
tional churches and ministers will meet
with \the Biddeford church next Tues
day, beginning at-10.30 a. m. and con
tinuing through the day and evening.
It is hoped that a large number ’from
our church may attend. ’

HASKELL & JONES COMPANY

.

/________

_____ —...
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Enterprise 52 Copies $1.1)0

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MÀÎNÊ
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THE ENTERPRISE

Edgar D. Fiske of Dorcheater was
in town over the week end.
Ruth Peavey of Haverhill was the
guest of her aunt Mrs. Marion Pitts
over the holiday. • •

Mrs. Robert McCrindle was a
Boston visitor, Tuesday of this
week.
Miss Jessie Butland has taken, a
room with Mrs. A. J. Crediford for
a time.
Mr. C. E. Aimer of Rockland, Me.
was a guest at the McLellan on
Tuesday and Wednesday.
; Charles Shepard was in Lewiston
Thursday of this week attending
the meeting of the Grand officers
of the K. ofP. lodge.
Mr. Chas. Harris of Portland
was a guest at the McLellan House
Wednesday night. He will visit
all his old friends in this section.
And be back again.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Butland
moved last week to Wells Branch
to be with their daughter Mrs.
John Clark. They will spend the
summer on the farm.
Page & Shaws, candies of excel
lence. Fresh supply weekly, at
Fiskes Drug Store on the comer.

The Scope of Evidence
By J. D. Hallen
CHAPTER I

11111111111111111111

Wanted—Real Estate
Farms, Timber and Wood Lands, City, Town
and Seashore Property. I have numerous calls for
all sorts of property. Bring yours in andr let me dis
pose of it for you. Telephone 51.

bolchevik—majority, and the an
archy of thè I. W. W. as quite as
ROY CLARK,
Ross Block.
Advertisements will be printed
Kennebunk, Me.
. legal as the Statutes of George the
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Knox and Mrs.
The Law and the Lawyer
under this heading the first
Mary Phillips of Portland were | Kenne
The law, as we shall use the word[ III of the glorious memoryi
week for 25 cents, three
bunk visitors Friday.
in these lectures, is specifically ai We may deplore it, but honesty
weeks for 50 cents.
general code of rules enforced by■ constrains the admission—human
Mrs. Noble of Nashua, N. H.; arrived
the authority : of might—the« laws, stripped of the Wool Wig and
this week and will open her? antique
strength of the people whose con the Black Gown, are only an exrooms in the Cousens block.
duct is governed by the rules. It; pression of the moment’s power.
The Members of the W. R. cj and G.
is to be understood, there are a„ And, it would seem, after the awFOR SALE
great many other significations,-,fui.demonstration of this twentieth
Large Work Horse, excellent A. R. wish to thank all who helped to
metaphysical and natural, but,, century, further èxegisis should
worker, absolutely kind and reli make Memorial Day a success.
here, we are only concerned with 7>e unnecessary.
able. Price reasonable, apply to Miss Lydia Benson of Brown street
the rules of. human action, backed We are thus insistent on the real
Will Hanscom, Kennebunk Land called on friends at the Landing Wed
by political authority;
source of human law because, in
ing.
.
5-5-3t.% pd. nesday afternoon of this week.
Law, then, is .a body of rules, all the ages of our English jurist
Mr. Charles Cousens has recent
recoaized as the consensus, of pub prudence—and it continues to the
FOR SALE, 60 acre farm on the ly installed a new bath room in
lic opinion, enforcible by determi present hour, the great ocean of the
Whitten road Kennebunk. Smooth his home on Lincoln street.
nate political authority and having common law, undefiled, was, and is,
SUPREME COURT YORK
•field, good orchard. Wood for Dr. 'and Mrs. Guy C. Fernaid, "and
to do with the relations of a state precedent. JSo that all English
COUNTY
home use, good water, good build Master John S. Fernaid, of Concord,
to its citizens or Vice versa. '
speaking lawyers, if they are real
ings. Price and tenns reasonable. Mass., were week end guests at the
As usual, much of the time of Law is the chief concern of any lawyers, are case hunters. And
Would consider any good auto as McLellan.
the court was taken up with un government, hence its importance. the .so-called law of precedent re
part payment.,
happy marriages. During the It creates and protects the legal mains today what it was made by
Mr.
Clement
Ingham
who
was
with
Ira B. C. Hall,
present term of the court, Mr. Jus rights, i. e, the conduct of humanity législation in the middle of the
the
23d
Reserve
Batt
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Co.
Canadians
43 Cash St,, So. Portland.
acting together. This mainly sixteenth century.
has been discharged, and arrived home tice John E. Morrill granted de
crees of separation in twenty-two thru the courts of justice, whose Ample materials for the satisfac
last Sunday,
cases. Most of the divorces were function it is to declare and apply tion of the curiosity of those who
Walnted—Chamber Girl, Wait
resses and Bell Boys. - Apply to L. Mr. T Howard, Boston, Mass, and for desertion. The next in order the law.
are desirous of investigating the
R. Wiliams, Colonial Inn, Ogunquit Mr. H. W. Gray, of Lynn, Mass, on a being for cruel and abusive treat Custom and Usage are the most history of ; precendent under its
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were
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Adv.
wider aspects will be found cited
Lellan Monday night.
We note with special interest the law. And, until legislation su under the “Ryle in Shelley’s Case,”
Water Street,
Kennebunk, Maine
percedes
it,
custom
is
the
neverMr. and Mrs. H. S. Warnke, of Buf that only one litigant alleged
that clothe’s horse of the law which
TO LET—Rooms over Green falo, N. Y„ were at the McLellan over “gross and confirmed habits of in ceasing sourcb of the law.
stands
in
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of
every
leaf’s restaurant. Furnished or Sunday—they autoed from Buffalo, and toxication.” It is to be called to Wej have a loose way of regard highly technical lawyer who has
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mind that years agone the most ing all law, as tho it was invari not gonfi into the more lucrative a
Griffen, Main street.
5-5-19 2t pd
able, instead of a set. or collection business of “steeriiïg” èorporaThe many friends of Mrs.: Ernest usual and certain alligation of the
of rules that are constantly chang tions and other large affairs.
Tomlinson will be glad to know that she libel was the quoted line. Does
this mean general better under ing to fit the changing morals arid •Anyway, from 1440 to this hour;
s FOR SALE
has improved so well from her opera
—that there is less “drunk activities of ifien, and are always the Rule in Shelley’s Case has stuck
One 6ft cut McCormick Mowing tion that her family expect her home standing
and disorderly”—or is it just one -subject to modification by force of —where it has not. beep repealed
Machine in good condition. Price this week end.
of the signs of the time?
statutory inactment—tha,t is to by statute, even tho “it has led to
$35.00. Inquire of S. C. Hall.
excellent hot weather desert Whatever the cause, it is a say, the might of public opinion.
Adv. 6-5-lt. is An
much litigation and ip many cases
our Quality ice cream, five fla shining ntiark of moral uplift in
Therefore, there is nothing of defeated the intention òf the testa-,
vors, Firice the druggist! on the this county.
divinity to hedge the law about. tor.”
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GREEN AND DRY PINE SLABS
Gcntinued next week
FOUR FOOT LENGTH. PRICE
$6.50 per cd.
Is serving the Original Grape Nut Ice Cream also
ORDERS FOR IMMEDIATE
Vanilla, Chocolate, Coffee and Strawberry, all are
DELIVERY, IN KENNEBUNK,
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FISKE’S SODA FOUNTAIN

FISKE’S SODA FOUNTAIN

Enterprise Ads. Pay

Eagle “Mikado’’ Pencil No. 174

A H. BELYEA
KENNEBUNKPORT, ME.,
R. F. D. NO. 1 or TELEPHONE 19
Kennebunk.

Dr Frederick R. Ferris
Osteopath
Kennebunk

Mason Blocks

Evenings by appointment.
k Telephone 49-3
r' Office Hours 9-4

ri

FISKE’S SODA FOUNTAIN
Means the Best Drinks and Creams; and ready
willing and skilled service with understanding.

Fiske’s Drug Store
^ÄOn The Corner

Packed One Dozen in an attractive Box and Half Gross in a Carton
Hexagon Shape Highly Polished in Yellow Finish, with Gilt Tip
and Red Ring, fitted with best Red Efasiye Rubber.
The Eagle Mikado is the finest Quality of Pencil and contains a
specially prepared lead, which is exceedingly smooth and durable.
ACCURATELY GRADED IN FIVE DEGREES
No. 1 Soft No, 2% Medium Hard
No. 3 Hard
No. 2 Medium
No. 4 Extra Hard for Bookkeepers
Foy Sale at Your Dealers 5c. Each or 59c. per Dozen
EAGLE PENCIL, COMPANY
703 EAST 13th STREET
NEW YORK
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Mr. and Mrs. Parady entertained .Mrs. Parady.
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All cars stop at Fiske’s drug
of American manners and manhood. secretary. Remarks were made by
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George Ellery was called to Syracuse
vance, and after that there sùp-. flow over us, or rather the moment corrected or guided anybody. It Barnacle has moved from the Charles A. Silver of Wells from
Hooper place to the “Rockland” Blanche B. Silver, desertion.
early last week on account of the port and Lower Kennebunk* and ad plies will be cut off and they will[ when we shall pass under them. As i is not without, but in us, that we
and will run the hotel in connec
serious illness of his half-brother, Joel journment was taken to the call of,the suffer great losses ; they will retire> to the exceptional and precarious!! find the forces to attain the truth tion with her Tea Rooms and will
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Hoyt. are
chair. Later Mr. Luques ’ appointed toward their own country, they will[ infilterations which are only of a|
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serve Shore dinners as formerly.
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Continued next week
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Seats had been reserved for the high McCartney,. Mrs. Reuel W. Norton, but there will not be time.’ Now,
Grover Walker of Lynn is the morning. They were found in
school students, who marched in as a Byron C; Hall, Mrs. Herbert Cluff, the* preliminaries of the canonisa
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Beach. There was nothing to
body after the conclusion of the volun E. H. Atkins, Maj. Henry S. Burrage, tion of the Curé of Ars were com
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from them lessons of value were drawn. Lower Kennebunk—Alexander^ Burr, will sum it briefly as possible af
The report came last week of a Neighbors and friends did their who owns a fine estate on the tor. Services of Sunday, June 8.
A large congregation was present. Mrs. J. Hurley, Mrs. E. A. Goodwin; ter the excellent study to which baby girl born to Mr. and Mrs. utmost to assist, and show their “Bank”
Regular morning, worship at
The exercises were under the direction North Kennebunkport—Fred Coleman, it was consecrated by M. de Ves- Robert Peterson of Lynn, Mass.
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On Friday evening of this week the
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high school alumni will give a reception that the reception will be one of the1 to M. de Vesmes, from Dr, Amedee Mass., accompanying them on their i
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return
by
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her two children, are at the Burn a busy sriason. The proprietor of
and social to the Senior class of the. great event in the history of the com1 Tardieu, the following manuscript
Mrs. Leonard Wood of Hyde ham cottage again this season.
munity, since nothing that can be done in substance:
high school in Assembly hall.
the “Lookout” has been in town for Pastor’s address to children.
will be to much for the boys who went
‘The 24 or 25 pf July 1869, Dr. Park, Mass., has been visiting rela
several days past having his house
Evening service at 7.45. Ser
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day.
B. F. Warner is having new under- ing concerning the time of holding• had sort of vision in the course of turned home this week.
The funeral services for MEildred
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at the her cottage for the season'.
gather about ten o’clock, but this year. and topical episodes of the war of
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Mr. and Mrs. Rufus E. Lord" of
the post put in an appearance at nine, 1870 ; canvassed the wounded, with church at 2 o’clock Saturdi y afterThe schools will close this week for
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Mr. and Mrs. M. Clark entertain
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Next Sunday being Children’s Day, midday repast for West Kennebunk. ney toward the- frontier, the battle of Rev. T. P. Baker of Kennebunk
their homes here.
the pastor of the Methodist church will It was a decided disappointment to the of Sedan, thri retreat, the civil war, port. There was music by Edgar Candace have opened their-bunga
Miss Olive S. Littlefield is board Mr. William Rankin of Waltham,
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After the birth of a pusthumous child, Mrs. W. C. Lapierre. There was a were at their cottage for the week field.
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will be, “The Child, the Parent and several selections by the Portland band. the political career of the doctor,
etc., predictions which, all, have great profusion of flowers from end.
God.”
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McCabe, Wilson Seavey, Frederick town’s young men, so far as we know,
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the year—Hamilton Foster.
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of Mrs. Robert Wildes.
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throughout the universe.......... All enjoyed the week end by taking two
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Esther Bourne, Francis Clifford Mc operation at her home on Monday after
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de
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three acts will be repeated at Mul- graduation service of the K. P. H. S these regions whererthe least glim cepted a lucrative position in the
tum in Parvo Hall, North Kenne at the Congregational Church.
mer takes an extraordinary impor Gooodall Mills.
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cess and it has been asked to have .Baccalaureate sermon by Rev. T. had the time to carry out a real
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permit that the establishment of
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R. Lawrence Ross a graduate'of order, should have been foreseen
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all will be 'Satisfied. They hope K. P. H. S. and Bates College, has or presented, while we shall learn
for a full house. Lend them a accepted a position to teach at probably, the inquest terminated,
hand. The admission fée is very Barre, Vermont. NMl
There are 450 that hundreds of deaths, of acci
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small within the means of all. All students in the school, He will dents, of wounds, of ruins, of par
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when Multum in Parvo Hall was Mathematics. All wish him sue- founcTincluded, had beer predicted
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ments will sure want to take this the Westbrook High School.
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in.
Ernest Benrion Jr. has been trans premonition, with a clearness suf
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Bertha Wells., little daughter of fered from Portland Express office ficient to eliminate every species
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